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Abstrat
The stability of the perfet srew disloation in silion has been investigated using both
lassial potentials and rst priniples alulations. Although a reent study stated that
the stable srew was loated both in the 'shue' and 'glide' sets of {111} planes (Koizumi
et al, 2000, Phil. Mag. A, 80, 609), it is shown that this result depends on the lassial
potential used, and that the most stable onguration belongs to the 'shue' set only, in the
entre of one (1¯01) hexagon. We also investigated the stability of an sp2 hybridization in
the ore of the disloation, obtained for one metastable onguration in the 'glide' set. The
ore strutures are haraterized in several ways, with a desription of the three dimensional
struture, dierential displaement maps, and derivatives of the dis-registry.
1 Introdution
Disloations in silion have been the subjet of many investigations, both experimental, ompu-
tational and theoretial, not only beause they an appear in miroeletroni devies, but also
beause of their own properties, losely related to the ovalent nature of bonding in this mate-
rial. In ordinary onditions, silion is brittle below about 600
◦
C (Hirsh, Samuels and Roberts
1989, George and Mihot 1993). Above this temperature, TEM observations show dissoiated
disloations (Ray and Cokayne 1971) whih thus lie between the narrowly spaed {111} planes
i.e. belonging to the glide set. On the basis of omputed generalized staking-fault energy and
entropy alulations, on {111} narrowly spaed (glide set) and widely spaed (shue set) respe-
tively (Kaxiras and Duesbery 1993), the idea was put forward of the possibility of a transition :
∗
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at low temperature, perfet disloations are easier to nuleate and move in the shue set, while
the ativation barrier for glide beomes lower for dissoiated disloations in the glide set at high
temperature (Duesbery and Joos 1996).
Thus, experiments have been undertaken in whih, in order to ahieve plasti deformation
at temperatures as low as room temperature, the silion sample is either submitted to a high
onning pressure, of the order of 5 GPa (Rabier et al 2001) or subjet to a surfae srath test
(Rabier et al 2000). Under these onditions, the mirostruture has been found formed of non-
dissoiated disloations, supposed to belong to the shue set. Favoured disloation orientations
appear to be srew, 60
◦
, 30
◦
and also 41
◦
. Similarly, deformation experiments in III-V ompounds
suh as GaAs, InP, InSb, performed down to 77K by applying a high onning pressure (Suzuki
et al 1998, 1999a, b), indiate that the low temperature plasti deformation is governed by kink
pair formation on undissoiated srew disloations moving in the shue set planes.
Theoretial investigations of the ore strutures of disloations in silion are then learly
required to bring additional insights. However, despite a large number of existing atomisti
omputations, most of these were devoted to partial disloations of the glide set, with a partiular
attention to ore reonstrutions of the 30
◦
and 90
◦
partials and to mobility properties (f.
for instane the review by Bulatov et al 2001). Less information is available about perfet
disloations: In his pioneer examination of disloation ores in diamond ubi strutures Hornstra
(1958) quite naturally plaed the srew disloation line furthest away from any atom row, that is
at the enter of the hexagon formed by six neighbouring <110> dense atom rows; the disloation
then belongs to the shue set, more preisely it is loated at the intersetion of two {111}
shue planes at 71.53
◦
. By somewhat artiially rebonding atoms, Hornstra also proposed
another struture for the srew ore, the interesting idea being that the ore is spread over two
adjaent hexagons sharing a ommon small edge. Arias and Joannopoulos (1994) performed DFT
alulations of the shue srew in silion: they found the rst onguration proposed by Hornstra
to be stable with respet to spontaneous dissoiation and they alulated energy parameters for
the ore. Finally, in a reent study, Koizumi, Kamimura and Suzuki (2000) have investigated the
ore onguration and the mobility of the (a/2)<110> srew using the Stillinger-Weber (1985)
potential for silion. They found two stable ongurations: the onguration at the entre of
the hexagon, denoted A, has a higher energy and the lower energy onguration (denoted B)
an be regarded as belonging to both a {111} shue plane and the {111} glide plane at 71.53
◦
.
The authors disussed in detail the very speial part that onguration B might play in ross-
slip mehanism and in the transition of disloation glide from the shue set to the glide set.
It remains to be onrmed if these results are general and not spei to the Stillinger-Weber
potential. Regarding the glide set, previous works essentially foused on partial disloations,
and, to our knowledge, there are no available studies of the perfet srew ongurations.
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Thus, it is of interest to investigate the ore properties of perfet disloations in the shue and
glide sets, and partiularly the existene and relative stability of all proposed ongurations of the
srew orientation. This paper reports on suh alulations, using both (i) the Density Funtional
Theory (DFT) formalism and (ii) several semi-empirial potentials. After a desription of the
methods and omputational details, we present the dierent energeti and strutural parameters
assoiated with eah onguration. These quantities are then disussed in relation with the
previous results, disloation mobilities and validity of the lassial potentials.
2 Computational methods
The atomisti alulations have rst been arried out using semi-empirial potentials. We have
employed (i) the SW potential of Stillinger-Weber (1985), used as referene and also for om-
parison with previous work from Koizumi et al (2000), (ii) the Terso potential (1988) whih
is able to give a better representation of a number of defets than Stillinger-Weber, and (iii)
EDIP (Justo et al 1998) onstruted so as to benet from the suesses of earlier potentials
and inorporating data obtained from DFT alulations, suh as the gamma-surfaes. It has
to be noted that for disloation alulations, EDIP is the only semi-empirial potential able to
aount for reonstrutions of both 30
◦
and 90
◦
partials in the glide set. The main advantage of
empirial potentials is their low omputational ost, whih allows for a fast alulation of several
ongurations. Potentials suer from limitations, impliitly related to their funtional form or
limited tting database, and alulated energies may prove to be relatively inaurate, espeially
for ongurations involving highly distorted or broken bonds, as enountered in disloation ores.
However, by using three dierent types of potentials, we expet to overome this issue and obtain
reliable results.
First priniples alulations have also been arried out, in order to disriminate between
ongurations, and to alulate more preise defet energies. In addition, omparisons with
empirial potential allowed us to hek their reliability for disloation ore investigations. We
performed DFT alulations (Hohenberg and Kohn 1964, Kohn and Sham 1965) in the loal
density approximation at zero temperature with the ABINIT ode (ABINIT, 2002). The ioni
interations were represented by norm-onserving pseudopotentials (Trouiller and Martins 1991).
We used a plane-wave basis with an energy uto of 10 Ry and two speial k-point along the
disloation line (Monkhorst and Pak, 1976). Tests with Generalized Gradient Approximations
(GGA), a higher energy uto or a ner k-point sampling have also been onduted for seleted
ongurations. We found an error on the defet energy lower than 0.5% using 5 speial k-points
and a uto of 14 Ry, and about 5% when using GGA.
At rst, semi-empirial potential alulations were made, for a fast exploration of several
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system sizes, thus determining the size eets of the simulation slab on the results. Suitable
simulation box sizes were then seleted, small enough for DFT alulations to remain tratable
and large enough for the omputed energies to be meaningful.
3 Simulation model
Ideally, we would onsider an isolated straight srew disloation in an innite bulk. Along the
disloation line, provided that there is no reonstrution, we have a periodi situation with a
period equal to the Burgers vetor
1
2
[110]a0. The use of periodi boundary onditions is then the
obvious suitable hoie along the disloation line. In the plane perpendiular to the disloation
line, a long-range strain eld will be generated by the disloation, and should be taken into
aount in the alulation. Two dierent methods ould be employed. In the rst one, no
periodi boundary onditions perpendiular to the disloation line are applied, and only one
disloation is loated in the entre of the simulation box (gure 1A). The atomi positions at
the boundaries are then initialized to values alulated with elastiity theory using a numerial
ode adapted from ANCALC (Stroh, 1958,1962) or with a more preise model (Lehto and Öberg
1998). The omputational box has to be large enough to prevent a titious interation between
xed boundaries and the disloation ore. In addition, atoms loated at the edges of the system
are not in a bulk-like environment, and defet energies an not be diretly extrated from total
energy alulations. Here, we used suh an approah for semi-empirial potential alulations
only, beause the simulation box ould be enlarged at will, due to the low omputational ost, and
also beause dened individual atomi energy allows an easy determination of defet energies.
Typial omputational ells involved about 10000 atoms (dimensions 133 Å×132 Å×11.5 Å for
a (40× 84× 3) ell). The anisotropi elasti energy per unit length of the disloation is given by
the well known formula (Hirth and Lothe 1982)
E =
Kb2
4pi
ln
(
R
r0
)
The seond method involves periodi boundary onditions along the diretions perpendiular
to the disloation line. In that ase, annoying diulties arise owing to disontinuities at the
boundaries, in partiular for a single disloation. Spurious shear strain assoiated with these
disontinuities ould then have a signiant inuene on the disloation ore struture and en-
ergetis. These diulties an be smoothed by onsidering dipolar (gure 1B) or quadrupolar
(gure 1C) arrangements of disloations in the ell. Whether a dipole or a quadrupole should
be favoured depends on the harater of the disloation: a dipole is best suited for an edge
disloation whereas a quadrupole minimizes the residual strain assoiated with a quadrupole of
srew disloations (Lehto and Öberg 1998). With the seond hoie, four disloations should be
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inluded in the ell, with separation distanes large enough to prevent a spurious interation,
whih would lead to large ell sizes. However, as suggested by Bigger et al (1992), the system
ould be divided by a fator of two by relaxing the orthogonality onstraints on the periodi ell
(gure 1D). In this work, the quadrupolar arrangements of disloations (gure 1C and 1D) have
been onsidered for both semi-empirial and rst priniples alulations. The semi-empirial
alulations were useful for investigating easily several ell sizes and estimating the non-elasti
ore-ore energy ontributions possibly present for very small ells. We onsidered omputational
ells ranging from (40×84×3) to (6×12×3). For ab initio alulations, the largest (12×12×1)
ell enompasses 144 atoms, with 2 disloations.
For a quadrupolar distribution and four disloations in an orthogonal ell, the anisotropi
elasti energy per unit length is obtained by summation of the interations between disloation
pairs, alulated using a ode adapted from ANCALC (Stroh, 1958,1962). The total energy an
be split up into an interation energy inside the ell (Eintra) and half the interation energy
between the quadrupole and all its periodially repeated images (Einter). A referene (zero)
of the elasti energy is required for determining Eintra, and is hosen as the elasti energy of
a disloations quadrupole whose distane along the edge is d0. In that ase, it an be shown
that the referene distane d0 is equal to the ore radius r0 obtained for a single disloation. In
fat, if the quadrupole is extremely large suh that the four disloations an be onsidered as
isolated, the elasti energy amounts to four times the self energy of a single disloation. The
determination of Einter should require an innite summation, whih has to be dealt with are.
A quik onvergene may be obtained by summing the interation energy between quadrupoles.
It has to be noted that this is not the ase for a dipolar arrangement, and speial handling of the
summation is required (Cai et al 2001). The derivation of the elasti energy for a quadrupolar
distribution in a non-orthogonal ell (two disloations per ell instead of four, see gure 1) is
straightforward.
4 Results
The table 1 shows the elasti onstants alulated with the semi-empirial potentials and rst
priniples. These onstants are used for generating the initial ongurations from anisotropi
elastiity theory, and extrating ore energetis from relaxed systems.
In gure 2, we show a (1¯01) setion of the ubi diamond struture, with three possible
loations of the disloation line. A orresponds to the original position at the enter of one
hexagon (Hornstra 1958), for a srew disloation belonging to two shue planes. B was reently
proposed by Koizumi et al (2000), at the middle of one long hexagon bond. It is interesting
to point out that in this ase, the disloation is loated at the rossing of both a shue and a
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glide {111} plane. Finally, another high symmetry loation on the struture is point C, at the
middle of a short hexagon bond, with the srew disloation belonging to two glide planes. Other
loations have been investigated, either inside the hexagon or at the exat position of one Si
atom, but in all ases, the system relaxed to one of the three seleted ongurations.
The dierent energeti values resulting from all our alulations are reported in table 2. The
energy dierenes show that with ab initio and all potentials but SW, A is the most stable
onguration. We were able to reprodue the results of Koizumi et al (2001), B appearing more
stable than A by using the SW potential. B is obtained as the seond hoie with ab initio and
EDIP potential, while it seems highly unfavourable with the Terso potential. Another important
point onerns the stability of the B onguration. Although the relaxation with semi-empirial
potentials was straightforward, the B geometry has been found extremely diult to retain within
a rst priniples alulation, even using initial ongurations relaxed with potentials as a starting
point. Some or all disloations of the quadrupole generally evolved to an A onguration, or
annihilated themselves. Only in one ase were we able to relax the struture. Finally, for all
alulations, C is never the most stable onguration, or is even unstable with the SW potential.
Table 2 also reports the ore radii obtained by mathing the elasti energy with the alu-
lated defet energy. For the empirial potential alulations and one unique disloation in the
omputational ell, the ore radius r0 is determined by onsidering the defet energy ontained
in the ylinder entered on the disloation line, with radius R and height the Burgers vetor b
(see formula above). The fator K determined from the alulated elasti onstants is used. We
onsidered that the ore radius r0 is already well onverged for R = 60 Å. For example, the ore
radius hanges by less than 0.01 Å for R ranging between 40 and 60 Å, for a onguration A and
the SW potential. For rst priniples alulations and a quadrupolar distribution of disloations,
the ore radius is determined numerially by inverting the defet elasti energy. We found that
the ore radius determination is already very preise for a (12 × 12) ell, with an unertainty
about 0.01 Å. For the smaller (6×6) ell, a 0.1 Å deviation from onverged values was obtained.
Most of the values are lose to about 1 Å, the ommonly used 1/4 of the Burgers vetor. Only
ore radii for B and C with Terso and A with EDIP are slightly distant. In the table 2 are also
reported ore energy values, often used in the literature, whih are obtained with a ore radius
equal to the Burgers vetor.
In gure 3, dierential displaement maps of the relaxed A, B and C ongurations of the
srew disloations, obtained from systems with one unique disloation and relaxed with an em-
pirial potential. For the onguration A, the distortion is uniformly distributed on the hexagon
ring enirling the disloation line. It is also lear from the piture that the displaements are
idential along the two 'shue' planes (see gure 2). The onguration B is haraterized by a
maximal distortion on the two atoms on both sides of the 'shue' plane. Most of the onstraints
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are loated on the hexagon rings sharing these atoms. In the ase of C, the maximal distortion
is also loated on two atoms, but on both sides of a 'glide' plane. Average deformations are
observed for all four hexagon rings around these two atoms, and equivalent displaements along
the two glide planes passing through the C srew ore. It is noteworthy that for eah geom-
etry, almost idential pitures have been obtained regardless of the potential onsidered. One
exeption is the C onguration with the SW potential, whih relaxes to the C' onguration
represented in gure 3. The initial dierential displaement loated on the two atoms next to the
disloation loation vanished, and large distortions appeared involving more distant atoms (see
gure 3). We found this onguration to be unstable with both EDIP and Terso, relaxing to A.
In gure 4, the dierential displaement map for a quadrupolar distribution of A onguration,
relaxed with rst priniples, is represented. Even if the disloation ores are lose and interat
together, it is noteworthy that the general pattern obtained for a unique disloation remains
easily reognizable in that ase.
To haraterize the spatial extension of the disloation ore, we have determined the width
at half maximum (WHM) of the derivative of the dis-registry introdued by the disloation. The
dis-registry is obtained by omputing the dierene of displaements along (1¯01) for atoms on
either sides of the glide (1¯11¯) plane (Figure 5). The alulated points are tted on the simple
shape arctan
(
x
∆
)
of a disloation (Hirth and Lothe, 1982). The determination of the WHM is
then straightforward. In table 3, we report all values, as well as the WHM alulated in the
same way for ongurations built from anisotropi elastiity theory. In ontrast to the energy
ordering, it appears that the WHM's do not depend on the kind of lassial potential, for a given
onguration. For C, the ab initio WHM is also equal to the lassial one. It is also lear that
the B ore is wider than the A ore.
5 Disussion
The A onguration has been onsidered as the most plausible struture for the undissoiated
srew disloation in silion. But a reent study by Koizumi et al (2000) onluded that the B
onguration is slightly more stable than A. Our alulations indiate that A is denitely the
most stable geometry for the srew, using ab initio and two lassial potentials. However, with
the SW potential, we were able to reprodue the result of Koizumi et al, whih proves that the
apparent stability of B over A is an artefat of the potential. With rst priniples alulations
involving various ell sizes, the B onguration was found to be stable only in one ase. It seems
that the slightest deformation ould lead to the relaxation from B to A. We onlude that the
B onguration is weakly metastable. Additional insights are obtained from the analysis of the
ore. The gure 6 shows three dimensional strutures of three ongurations. A is haraterized
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by the absene of atomi rearrangements in the ore, the main distortions being loated on all
bonds forming the hexagon ring enirling the disloation ore. On the ontrary, for B, the main
deformations are loated on the two atoms lose to the ore. They are bonded together and at
the same height along (1¯01) in the bulk. After introdution of the disloation, the atoms have
now a height dierene of half the Burgers vetor along (1¯01), and they are separated by about
2.8 Å. Weak bonds with suh an interatomi distane are possible for silion. However, eah of
these atoms has already a oordination 3 and would need to aommodate 2 extra bonds (see
gure 6), whih is unlikely to our. From the analysis of the eletroni density, it appears that in
the B ore, 2 rows of dangling bonds follow the disloation line. On the one hand, these rows may
explain the very low stability of this onguration with rst priniples methods. On the other
hand, the large range of energy values illustrates the diulty of desribing dangling bonds with
the lassial potentials. We investigated a possible reonstrution of the B onguration along
the disloation line, for reduing the number of dangling bonds. Beause the atoms involved
are loated on either side of the 'shue' plane, new bonds are formed only at the expense of
breaking other bonds. Interestingly, this by-hand reonstrution relaxed to the C onguration.
The WHM, and so the ore extension, of B is larger than A, whih may also explain why it is
less stable.
We also investigated the possibility of a srew disloation in the glide set with the C ongu-
ration. With all lassial potentials and rst priniples method, it is found that A is more stable
than C, with a large energy dierene. It is then unlikely that the C ore ould be formed in bulk
silion. However, interesting features are assoiated with this struture. The examination of the
geometry in the ore revealed that the two atoms on either side of the disloation line (blak balls
in gure 6) have a oordination 3. Before the introdution of the disloation, these two atoms,
were bonded together, with a height dierene of half the Burgers vetor along (1¯01). After,
they are still bonded together but loated at the same height, one bond per atom being broken.
The ab initio interatomi distane between these two atoms is 2.16 Å, whereas distanes with
neighbour atoms are about 2.29 Å. The three bonds for eah atom are almost o-planar, and the
angle between them range from 117
◦
to 123
◦
. All these quantities point at an sp
2
hybridization
of these two atoms, with a double bond between them, whih is onrmed by the analysis of the
eletroni density. This possibility has already been proposed by Hornstra (1958), on the basis
of geometrial arguments only. An sp
2
hybridization is not favoured in silion, whih explained
the large defet energy for the C onguration. However, it would be interesting to investigate
the ompetition between srew ongurations in diamond for example, where sp
2
is favoured
over sp
3
. It is worth noting that a sp
2
harater is also present in reently proposed metastable
strutures for the 30
◦
and 90
◦
partial disloations in diamond (Ewels et al 2001, Blumenau et al
2002). One interesting aspet of the C onguration is the tightness of the ore. It is diult to
8
ompare diretly A and C sine they are not loated in the same family of 111 planes. Neverthe-
less, insights ould be gained by the omparison with the anisotropi elasti solution (Table 3).
It is lear that for all potentials, and espeially for ab initio, the relaxed A ore is wider than the
initial elasti onguration. The eet is even stronger for the B onguration. However, in the
ase of C, the ore is ontrated by the atomi relaxation. The narrowness of C ould be partly
attributed to the formation of the double bond in the ore.
To our knowledge, the A onguration has already been investigated with rst priniples
tehniques in two previous studies. Arias and Joannopoulos (1994) found a ore energy Ec =
0.56±0.21 eV.Å−1 whereas Miyata and Fujiwara (2001) obtained Ec equal to 0.95 eV.Å
−1
. These
results may be ompared to our ab initio ore energy of 0.52 eV.Å
−1
(table 2), very lose to the
value of the former study. However, this agreement seems fortuitous, the authors using isotropi
theory and a tted K ≡ µ = 0.29 eV.Å−3. Miyata and Fujiwara (2001) followed a similar
approah, but with a tted K ≡ µ = 0.48 eV.Å−3, and obtained a larger ore energy. Instead,
here, K fators alulated within anisotropi theory and with the ab initio alulated elasti
onstants, very lose to the experimental values (see table 2), are employed. The disagreement
between the dierent works may be explained by the poor k-point sampling in the newer study,
as well as the use of isotropi theory with a tted K fator.
We disussed our results in relation to the srew mobility. A being the most stable geom-
etry, possible paths from one minimum to another inlude saddle ongurations B or C (see
Figure 2). Koizumi et al (2000) found a Peierls stress of about 2 GPa for the non-dissoiated
srew disloation, onsidering the path A→B→A. However, this relatively low value may be
explained by the use of the SW potential, and its failure to yield the orret stability of A and
B ongurations. In fat, although the Peierls stress annot be simply determined from stati
alulations, several insights may be obtained from the analysis of the energy dierenes between
ongurations. With SW, the energy dierene between A and B is only 0.14 eV per Burgers
vetor. With rst priniples, we determined a larger energy dierene of 0.32 eV per Burgers
vetor. It is then reasonable to assume that the Peierls stress for the path A→B→A will be muh
higher than 2 GPa. This is onrmed by reent ab initio alulations from Miyata and Fujiwara
(2001), where the Peierls stress ranged from 22 to 30 GPa. Another possible path for disloation
ross slip would be A→C→A. However, the large alulated energy dierene indiates a very
large stress, and this possibility may be ruled out solely on the basis of energy onsiderations.
Finally, we ompared the merits of eah lassial potentials we have used in this study. On
the basis of our three investigated ongurations, it appears that EDIP is better suited that SW
or the Terso potential for this study, the stability and energy dierenes being lose to the ab
initio results. This is not ompletely surprising sine this potential has been designed speially
to study defets (Justo 1998). The worst is maybe the SW potential, whih yields the B ore as
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the most stable onguration. It is worth noting that although the stabilities of the dierent ore
ongurations very muh depend on the kind of potential, we obtained similar atomi strutures
in almost all ases. Consequently, for relaxing ongurations prior to ab initio alulations, one
ould use any lassial potential. But for investigating stability, it is neessary to onsider several
kind of potentials.
6 Conlusion
Using anisotropi elastiity theory, several semi-empirial lassial potentials, and rst priniples
alulations, we have investigated the properties of the undissoiated srew disloation in silion.
Considering previous studies and the geometry of the silion atomi struture, three possible
strutures have been seleted and ompared. We have shown that the onguration A, where
the disloation ore is loated in the entre of one hexagon, in the shue set, is learly more stable
than the two others. In a former study by Koizumi and Kamimura (2000), another onguration,
with the disloation loated in the entre of one long hexagon edge, was favoured. From our
alulations, it appears that this result is explained by the use of the Stillinger Weber potential,
this onguration being less stable with other lassial potentials or ab initio methods. We
also investigated a third solution, with the disloation in the glide set. Despite its high defet
energy, this onguration presents the interesting feature of an sp
2
hybridization of the atoms
forming the ore. Obviously, suh a struture is worth to be studied in a material favouring
sp
2
, like diamond. We also haraterized the spatial extension of the ores of eah struture
by determining the derivative of the dis-registry. A possible ontinuation of this work inludes
the determination of the mobility of the undissoiated srew disloation in silion. The study of
other disloation orientations, suh as those reently observed at low temperature (Rabier et al,
2000, 2001), would be another working diretion.
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Table aption
Table 1: Experimental (Simmons and Wang 1971) and alulated elasti onstants (in Mbar) for
the SW Stillinger-Weber (Stillinger and Weber 1985), Terso (Terso 1989) and EDIP (Justo
et al 1998) potentials as well as our ab initio results. The SW parameters have been resaled
in order to t the experimental ohesive energy of 4.63 eV. For a srew disloation in a ubi
diamond struture, K = [C44(C11 − C12)/2]
−
1
2
Table 2: Calulated energeti parameters for A, B and C srew disloations. ∆E is the energy
dierene, in eV per Burgers vetor, with an unertainty of 0.01 eV/Bv. r0 is the ore radius
(±0.03 Å). Ec is the ore energy, obtained with a xed ore radius equal to the Burgers vetor
(±0.02 eV.Å−1). Note that C is not stable with the SW potential, it relaxed to a onguration
with an energy 0.02 eV/Bv higher than A.
Table 3: WHM (in Å) obtained from elastiity (with experimental Cij), lassial potentials, and
ab initio. Two values are undetermined, due to the instability of C with SW, and the diulty
to obtain B with rst priniples in a large ell.
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exp. SW Terso EDIP ab initio
B 0.99 1.083 0.978 0.99 0.99
C11 1.67 1.617 1.425 1.75 1.64
C12 0.65 0.816 0.754 0.62 0.66
C44 0.81 0.603 0.687 0.71 0.78
C044 1.172 1.188 1.12 1.09
K 0.64 0.49 0.48 0.63 0.62
Table 1
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∆E (eV/Bv) Radius r0 (Å) Energy Ec (eV.Å
−1
)
EB − EA EC − EA A B C A B C
SW -0.14 0.82 0.91 0.55 0.51
Terso 1.08 0.54 0.78 0.35 0.52 0.55 0.84 0.70
EDIP 0.23 0.74 1.49 1.31 0.98 0.37 0.42 0.54
ab initio 0.32 0.86 1.22 1.03 0.74 0.52 0.60 0.74
Table 2
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Elasti SW Terso EDIP ab initio
A 2.7 3.1 3.2 3.2 3.6
B 2.6 3.9 4.0 4.0
C 1.2 0.9 0.9 0.9
Table 3
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Figure aptions
Figure 1: Models for straight disloation simulations. In A, there is no periodi boundary
onditions and only one disloation in the omputational ell (dashed red line). B, C and D show
periodi boundary systems with dipolar (B) or quadrupolar (C,D) distributions of disloations.
Figure 2: Ball and stik representation of the (1¯01) plane of the ubi diamond struture. The
three irles A, B and C mark the positions of the disloation line. Dashed (dotted) lines show
the 'shue' ('glide') {111} planes.
Figure 3: Dierential displaement maps of the srew disloation in the ongurations A, B, C,
and C' (obtained with SW from C). The arrows are proportional to the out-of-plane [1¯01] shifts
between neighbour atoms introdued by the disloation. The ross marks the position of the
disloation line and the dashed line the ut plane.
Figure 4: Dierential displaement maps of the srew disloation in the onguration A, in the
quadrupolar distribution shown in the gure 1. The arrows are proportional to the out-of-plane
[1¯01] shifts between neighbour atoms introdued by the disloation.
Figure 5: Variation of the dis-registry in the (111) plane along the [121℄ diretion for the three
ongurations. The solid lines are ts with the expression f(x) = b
[
1
pi
arctan
(
x
∆
)
− 1
2
]
. The
insert graph shows the derivative of the dis-registry for A, and the denition of the WHM.
Figure 6: Ball-and-stik representation of the ubi diamond bulk (top left) and of the three
srew ore ongurations. A six atom ring (see gure 2) is represented by dark grey stiks, in
order to show the deformation due to the disloation and the Burgers vetor. Dangling bonds
(for B) and sp
2
atoms (for C) are represented by blak stiks and balls. The position of the
disloation line is shown by the dashed lines.
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